Making your walk outdoors a breeze.
Volaris S7 PATROL is a stable rollator, with four large wheels,
made from soft shock absorbing material, making your walk
outdoors a breeze. The X-type design facilitates folding and
ensures that the rollator stands steadily in the folded position.
The seat and handle height on the Volaris S7 PATROL can be
easily adjusted. This means that one walker can be adapted to
suit tall or short people. It would be particularly useful in situations
where many different users depend on one walker to be adapted
to their individual needs, for example in rehabilitation centres.
The backward pointing handles can also be
adjusted to suit individual needs with a choice of
anatomical, as well as cylindrical hand grips.
Another unique feature of the S7 PATROL is a
patented link system brake function. The travel and
parking brakes are very accessible and contribute to a
safe and effective braking action.
There are a range of different accessories available to ensure
individual user needs are met.
The Volaris S7 PATROL is manufactured in Sweden from reusable material.
Patents have been applied for covering both construction and design. The rollator is developed in
accordance with the prevailing standard for walking aids, ISO 11199-2:2005
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RMS Limited

40.5 cm 260x34 mm
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150 kg

T: 01795 477280
E: sales@rms-kent.co.uk
W: www.ineedawheelchair.co.uk

For further information or to book a
FREE demonstration or assessment,
please call 01795 477280
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Volaris S7 kid is the latest product in the Volaris
family. Light and flexible rollators with functions to meet
a childs special demand. The Kid has 50mm narrower
and 100mm shorter frame together with the smaller
wheels making it easier to manoeuvre in tight spaces.
With the unique Comfort Frame™ the rollator can
easily manage uneven road surfaces. The construction
allows it to fold easily and store in an upright position.
The seat and the handle can be easily adjusted in
height allowing it to accommodate several children
with different needs. The walker is equipped with Smart
handle; this means that there are no hanging wires
that can be caught in things and everything is
encapsulated in the frame.
Both the process and the parking brake are
ergonomically designed and easily accessible and
contribute to high safety.
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Volaris S7 Kid is made in Sweden of recyclable
materials. Design and construction is patent
pending. The walker is designed for existing
standards for walking aids, ISO 11199-2:2005
Large accessory options
to meet all special
needs.
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6,5 kg
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